Lesson Plan 10-3
Clothes related to climate.
Age group: Years Key Stage 1 and 2……..
Aims:
To understand the relationship between the type of clothing worn and climatic conditions
throughout the year in the UK and Bo

Resources:
General

Materials /Clothes as in previous lesson.

Pictures and drawings of clothes: Lesson Plan 10-A Types of clothes and
uniforms with drawings and pictures. Also are obtainable from the One World Link
Website.
A World map showing the tropics for the position of Sierra Leone and the Temperate
Region for the position of Great Britain.
Each child

Worksheet 10-3a and 10-3b (2 sheets)
Access to pictures and drawings of clothes: Lesson Plan 10-A.
Maybe the opportunity to work in groups and cut and paste pictures
onto worksheets.

Y5 and 6 children.

Access to Rainfall and Temperature graphs in Lesson plan 8

Teacher Guidelines:
Class discussion can include type of materials worn in hot cold, rainy, snowy weather in
England. The need to keep warm, cool dry etc.
Why do the Sierra Leoneans wear similar clothes all the year round?
Are warm clothes ever required? (Cool evenings / rainy season, etc)
Access to computer needed
Facts.
Average highest daytime temperature for the hottest month of the year
England
Bo. Sierra Leone
Average highest daytime temperature for the coldest month of the year
England
Bo. Sierra Leone

20oC
32oC
5oC
28oC
P.T.O.►

Lesson Plan 10-3
Clothes related to climate (continued)
Activities: Work in groups or with the class
i

Use pupils worksheet 10-3a. Follow the instructions.

ii

Use pupils worksheet 10-3b (2 sheets) and
Clothes sheets 1-5 and follow the instructions and other photographs
provided for Lesson Plans

iii.

Further questions to discuss.

Do men in Sierra Leone wear shorts?
Where might you see African clothes?
Do children in Bo wear African clothes?
(Apart from school uniforms)
1. Second hand clothes from markets - easy to wash and dry
2. African traditional dress for special occasions

Lesson 10-3 a

Worksheet 1

Clothes related to climate.

Put the materials and clothes into piles or list on the worksheet where you think they belong.

Materials suited to hot
weather

(For KS1—could use P.E. hoops)

Materials suited to
cold weather

Materials suited to
both hot and cold
weather

Lesson 10-3 b

Worksheet 2 (sheet 1)

In groups or with the class Look at clothes pictures 1-5. Use the pictures of dress or clothing write the number of the picture or draw them in
the correct box or for KS1 children cut pictures out and stick them in the correct box. (You may need to blow this up to A3 for KS1)
Draw or find pictures of clothes worn in hot weather as in Sierra Leone
or a hot summer in England.

Draw or find pictures of clothes worn in cold weather –as in the UK.

Draw or find pictures of clothes to wear for school in England and
Sierra Leone.

Draw clothes to wear out of school hours.

Lesson 10-3 b

Worksheet 2 (sheet 2)

Draw or find pictures of clothes to wear for special occasions such as for worship, a party, a wedding, a funeral.

